
JUDGING
FRENCH ACRYLIC



HIGH SHINEHIGH SHINE

Does the nail have a crisp reflective glare 
overall?Q

Q Does the reflective glare cover the nail 
completely?



PRODUCT CONTROLPRODUCT CONTROL

Is pitting present in the white (holes from 
bubbles)?Q

Q Are there any shadows in the white?

Q Are there any bubbles in the pink?



NAIL SHAPENAIL SHAPE

Does the nail come out straight (follow 
the natural nail grooves)?Q

Q Is the extension edge perpendicular to 
the lower arch lines?



SURFACE SMOOTHNESSSURFACE SMOOTHNESS

Do you see any lines that you can feel?Q
Q Do you see any lines that you can not 

feel?



FORM FITFORM FIT

Right Side: Does the side of the nail’s ex-
tension have a catch or a ledge?Q

Q Left Side: Does the side of the nail’s ex-
tension have a catch or a ledge?



UNDERSIDEUNDERSIDE

Is there any visible dust or debris under 
the nail?Q

Q Are there any imperfections?



ARCH LOCATIONARCH LOCATION

Is the apex located in zone 2?Q
Q Is the apex too high, or does the nail 

drop drastically as your eye moves to 
zone 3?



CUTICLE AREACUTICLE AREA

Are there cuts?Q
Q Is there a ledge?

Q Does it have all of it’s product?



CONCAVECONCAVE

Is it concentric?Q
Q Is it symmetric?



CONVEXCONVEX

Is the top of zone 3 concentric?Q
Q Is zone 2 concentric?



C-CURVEC-CURVE
Does it have a 30-50% C-Curve?Q

Q Is the curve concentric?

Q Is the curve symmetric?

Q Do the c-curves match hand to hand?



SMILE LINESSMILE LINES
Is there consistency of shape?Q

Q Is there a sharp division between pink and 
white?

Q Is the high point in the center of the nail?

Q Do the tips end at the same place on 
both sides?



SIDEWALLSSIDEWALLS

Right Side: Does the line come out com-
pletely straight from the nail groove?Q

Q Left Side: Does the line come out com-
pletely straight from the nail groove?



LATERAL SIDE EXTENSIONSLATERAL SIDE EXTENSIONS

Right Side: Does the nail come out 
straight? Does the product cover the 
groove walls and have a clean line?

Q
Q Left Side: Does the nail come out 

straight? Does the product cover the 
groove walls and have a clean line?



FREE EDGE THICKNESSFREE EDGE THICKNESS

Is the nail 1mm measured in the center?Q
Q Close to the sidewalls, are the sides the 

same measurement as the center?



LENGTHLENGTH

Is the pink length the same as the white 
length?Q

Q Do the nails match finger to finger?


